Dime.Scheduler is the graphical resource planning tool of choice for Microsoft Dynamics
partners and users that are looking to integrate planning functionality into their business
processes and vertical solutions.
Dime.Scheduler, what else?

One planner
to rule them all
Do you need to plan technicians, consultants, horses, repairs, hotel rooms, boats,
maintenance, beamers, wind mills, projects, trucks, sales people, shop floor
production, meeting rooms, workers, deliveries, cars, airplanes, to-do’s, rental
equipment, events, reservations, construction machinery, patients, development,
water bikes, sales quotes or more?
With Dime.Scheduler everything can be a resource and anything can be a task.
Have you ever thought about scheduling resources from Dynamics NAV and Dynamics CRM
in one planning solution? Have you ever thought about scheduling tasks from different
functional areas in one planning solution? Dime.Scheduler brings together your planning
data from multiple locations, companies, business units, databases and instances.
With Dime.Scheduler one resource has one planning.

Control is yours
With Dime.Scheduler you implement planning functionality
into business processes, standard or custom. You add graphical
resource planning to your vertical solution without leaving
Microsoft Dynamics.
You adapt Dime.Scheduler to your customer with colours,
indicators, customisable captions in any language and a
personal layout of the user interface.
With Dime.Scheduler it doesn’t stop after planning a task as a
continuous interaction with the business processes updates the plan
board in real time showing the status and progress of the process or
source document.
These updates are shown immediately, instantly, on every screen,
without a Refresh button. Just think of dashboard monitors, control
room monitors, floor and shop monitors … it is yours.

Continuous interaction showing real-time status of tasks.

One day is not the same as the next day. The same goes for working times.
With Dime.Scheduler you can feel comfortable that you respect the working days and hours
of each individual, even machines get tired once in a while.
You adapt Dime.Scheduler to your customer with flexible and powerful but easy capacity and
working hours setup.
With Time Slot templates you control a day of work up to the minute for all your resources,
groups of resources or individuals. You control the behaviour of each time slot: available,
locked, confirmed override or auto-extend.
With Time Slot templates you control multiple working calendars, working shifts and allowed
overtime. You control the essence of working time.

Time is of
the essence

Time Slots to manage shifts and varying working hours.

Segregation
In Dime.Scheduler everything can be a resource filter. The Auto-Filter assists in
selecting those resources that comply with the conditions set for a task.
The resource filters work together with user security; we like to show you some examples
of how that powerful combination easily achieves segregation of duties and responsibilities.
Departmental segregation
You set up a resource filter for departments
(Service,Production,HR) and assign resources
and users to a department. Users only
see the resources and tasks of the same
department. When HR approves a holiday
request, registers a training or staff meeting
these are immediately created as planned
tasks which are visible but not editable to
users of Service and Production.

Geographical segregation
You set up a resource filter for zones or
regions. You assign resources and users
to one or more zones. Users only see the
resources and tasks that are assigned to the
same zones. Tasks planned in other zones
are visible but not editable.

Service, Jobs and HR planning,
using the second plan board for Equipment.

With the built-in map
Dime.Scheduler shows your tasks,
planning, resources and assets in one
place. You can visualise addresses
for open tasks and planned tasks to
select the best resource.
With hardware- and device-independent
Resource GPS Tracking you always
know who to call when that urgent
request comes in. Send GPS coordinates
directly from the device or from a
mobile solution connected to Microsoft
Dynamics that supports GPS tracking.

Do you have a rental business,
expensive equipment, multiple locations
or other valuable assets ? With Asset
Tracking you show them on the map.
When filtering resources Dime.Scheduler
still shows all resources on the map
so you can see that the best resource
might not be the resource closest to the
customer.
You can overlay live Traffic Information
onto the map at any time.

Track everything

Features
>> From kick-off to go-live in just a few days
even in a custom or vertical solution.
>> Immediate insight into availability with
Availability Sorting.
>> Automatically filter resources based on
task attributes.
>> Visualise your planning, track resources &
assets and monitor traffic information.
>> Let your users work in one central plan
board, in multi-language, connected to
multiple functional areas and applications,
with personal screen layouts, showing
only the data they need, segregated and
secured.

Find out more about our add-ons and services on
www.dimenics.com

>> Open linked documents, web pages and
Dynamics NAV or CRM pages from within
Dime.Scheduler.
>> Define special time slots to allow, restrict
or auto-extend appointments.
>> Plan equipment, replacements, vehicles,
infrastructure,… in a second plan board.
>> Plan and navigate in an easy way thanks
to a familiar user interface, drag & drop,
powerful filtering, grouping & sorting and
multiple views.
>> Add planning to your business processes.
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